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Japan earthquake: Radiation tests in 
Fukushima schools

Officials in the Fukushima region of Japan have started an emergency 
programme to measure radiation levels in school playgrounds. 

More than 1,400 schools and nurseries will be tested over two days amid anxiety 
among parents over leaks at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant.

The plant was crippled by last month's earthquake and tsunami. 

Officials say there should be no risk to children if they keep outside a 30km (19mile) 
exclusion zone.

"A lot of parents are very concerned and at the local authority offices we've been 
flooded by queries, so we are collecting data that is objective and easy to understand, 
in the hope that this will allay some of those concerns," said Hiroyuki Aratake of the 
Fukushima Disaster Emergency Centre. 

Meanwhile, workers at the nuclear plant are continuing to discharge water with low 
levels of contamination into the sea to free up room to store more highly radioactive 
water leaking at the site.
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They have been pumping water into reactors to cool fuel rods after the quake knocked 
out cooling systems, but must now deal with waste water pooling in and below 
damaged reactor buildings. 

'Another burden'
Discharge work began late on Monday, with about 11,500 tonnes of water to be 
released in all. 

"Even though it was an inevitable step to prevent contaminated water with higher 
levels [of radiation] from flowing into the sea, the fact that we had to intentionally 
release water contaminated with radioactive substances is very regrettable and we are 
very sorry," said top government spokesman Yukio Edano. 

Officials have said that the water being released does not pose a significant threat to 
human health. 

But at a news conference, an official from the plant operator Tepco (Tokyo Electric 
Power Company) appeared close to tears as he apologised for imposing "another 
burden" on local residents. 

Once the water is discharged, highly radioactive water leaking from the No 2 reactor 
can be contained in waste storage buildings. 

Efforts to stem the leak in a concrete pit at the No 2 reactor with a polymer mix are 
continuing.

"We tried pouring sawdust, newspaper and concrete mixtures into the side of the pit, 
but the mixture does not seem to be entering the cracks," said Hidehiko Nishiyama of 
Japan's Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (Nisa). 

Tepco said seawater samples taken on 2 April close to the sluice gate of the No 2 
reactor contained 7.5 million times the legal limit for radioactive iodine. 

It said that the figure had dropped to 5 million by 4 April and that measurements 
several hundred metres further offshore had fallen to about 1,000 times the legal limit, 
the Associated Press news agency reported. 
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Russia says Japan has asked it to send a radiation treatment ship used to dispose of 
liquid nuclear waste from decommissioned submarines. 

The ship, called Suzuran, treats radioactive liquid and stores it. Russia was 
considering the request, a spokesman for its nuclear agency said. 

Compensation
Farm Minister Michihiko Kano says he will increase inspections of marine products 
because of the leaks, focusing on areas to the south of the nuclear plant. 

Elevated levels of radioactive iodine had been found in young launce (a small fish) 
caught off the coast of Ibaraki prefecture south of Fukushima, Kyodo news agency 
reported, citing the health ministry. 

Levels of 4,080 becquerels per kg - a measurement of radioactivity - had been 
detected, the ministry said. The limit for vegetables is 2,000 becquerels per kg - 
officials said there was no fixed limit for fish but they would seek to apply the same 
limit. 

Tepco, meanwhile, says it will begin paying money to residents and farmers who live 
and work around the plant by the end of this month. 

Some 80,000 residents have had to evacuate, while restrictions on sales have hit 
farmers. 

Tepco has already begun paying money to local governments to help evacuees from 
the plant exclusion zone. 

On Tuesday, shares in the power giant hit a record low of 362 yen (£2.65) amid 
concern over the Fukushima plant. 

Across Japan, more than 161,000 people from quake-ravaged areas are living in 
evacuation centres, officials say.

The official death toll from the 9.0-magnitude earthquake and tsunami which struck on 
11 March stands at 12,344, with more than 15,000 people still unaccounted for.
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More than 80% of the victims have been identified and their bodies returned to their 
families. 

More Asia-Pacific stories

Japan plugs reactor leak into sea
[/news/world-asia-pacific-12981243]
A leak of highly radioactive water into the Pacific Ocean from Japan's crippled Fukushima nuclear plant has been 
stopped, its operator reports.
Philippine gunmen free teachers
[/news/world-asia-pacific-12981812]
Australia defence cadet sex probe
[/news/world-asia-pacific-12982082]
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